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LISA is considered to be launched alongside the Athena to probe the energetic astrophysical
processes. LISA can determine the direction of sources for Athena’s follow-up observation. As
another space gravitational wave mission, TAIJI is expected to be launched in the 2030s. The
LISA-TAIJI network would provide abundant merits for sources understanding. In this work, we
simulate the joint LISA-TAIJI observations for gravitational waves from coalescing supermassive
black hole binaries and monochromatic sources. By using the numerical mission orbits, we evaluate
the performances of sky localization for various time-delay interferometry channels. For 30 days
observation until coalescence, the LISA-TAIJI network in optimal operation can localize all simulated
binary sources, (107, 3.3×106)M⊙, (10
6, 3.3×105)M⊙ and (10
5, 3.3×104)M⊙ at redshift z = 2, in
0.4 deg2 (field of view of Wide Field Imager on Athena). The angular resolution can be improved by
more than 10 times comparing to LISA or TAIJI single detector at a given percentage of population.
The improvements for monochromatic sources at 3 mHz and 10 mHz are relatively moderate in
one-year observation. The precision of sky localization could be improved by a factor of 2 to 4
comparing to single LISA at a given percentage of sources. For a simulated 90 days observation for
monochromatic waves, the LISA-TAIJI network still represents a considerable localization advantage
which could be more than 10 times better.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational wave (GW) astronomy was unveiled
by the first detection of advanced LIGO and Virgo –
GW150914 [1]. Tens of detections have been confirmed
during the advanced LIGO and Virgo O1 and O2 runs
including the additional new candidates [2–5, and refer-
ences therein]. The GW detection, GW170817, and elec-
tromagnetic counterparts observations from binary neu-
tron stars merger opened a new multi-messenger era [6, 7,
and references therein]. Scores of candidates have been
preliminarily identified by advanced LIGO and Virgo
with upgraded sensitivity during the O3 run from April
2019 to March 2020 [8], and a new binary neutron stars
detection, GW190425, has been confirmed [9]. KAGRA
started its observation from February 25th, 2020 [10],
and ground-based network would enter the four interfer-
ometers era.
The space missions targeting for low-frequency GW de-
tections are expected to be launched in the 2030s. With
LISA Pathfinder successfully demonstrated the drag-
free technology and GRACE follow-on testing the laser
metrology, the essential technologies for LISA mission are
reaching maturity and paving the path for its launch in
the 2030s [11–14]. In China, two space missions are pro-
posed to detect the GW in low frequency band – TAIJI
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[15] and TianQin [16]. The TAIJI mission is consid-
ered to use a LISA-like formation in a heliocentric orbit,
and TianQin is considered to be in a geocentric orbit.
TAIJI and TianQin launched their respective pathfind-
ers, TAIJI-1 in August [17] and TianQin-1 in Decem-
ber [18] of 2019, testing the first stage of development of
their accelerometers, metrology, and others technologies
in space.
As the L3 mission of ESA’s Cosmic Vision 201525 plan,
LISA is considered to be promoted to an earlier launch
time alongside the L2 mission – Athena [19]. Athena is
a space mission with new generation spatially-resolved
X-ray spectroscopy and deep wide-field X-ray spectral
imaging system, and targeting to observe the energetic
processes in the universe [20]. The joint observations
from LISA and Athena can boost the understanding of
the basic physics and astrophysics of the universe [21].
One apparent scenario could be that LISA detects the
GWs from sources and identify their sky locations for
Athena’s follow-up observations [22].
The angular resolutions of LISA for binary black holes
and monochromatic sources have been studied since the
original LISA proposed [23–25], with more detailed stud-
ies thereafter [26–29, and references therein]. The inves-
tigations usually adopted the averaged sensitivity and
treated LISA as two independent interferometers. This
approach should be enough to estimate the average per-
formance. Vallisneri and Galley [30] pointed out that
SNR from an average sensitivity is not accurate for indi-
vidual sources, and parameter estimation could be impre-
cise due to response to a GW signal vary with frequency
and orientation. On the other hand, time-delay interfer-
2ometry (TDI) is required for LISA-like missions to sup-
press the laser frequency noise. The response of a TDI
combination to a GW signal is formed by combining the
measurements from time shifted laser links. McWilliams
et al. [31, 32] investigated the TDI responses, especially
in the optimal-A, E and T channels, for GW detections
and parameter estimations.
To simulate the TDI effects in the LISA measurements,
multiple simulators were developed. The Synthetic LISA
is developed to simulate the LISA science process at
the level of scientific and technical requirements [33].
LISACode is developed to bridge the gap between the
basic principles of LISA and sophisticated simulator [34],
and its successor LISANode is newly developed to adapt
to the updated LISA measurements [35].
Besides the angular resolution investigations for solo
LISA mission, Crowder and Cornish [36], Tinto and de
Araujo [37], Tinto [38] also explored the sky localiza-
tion improvement with LISA and other presumed detec-
tor(s). TAIJI is expected to be launched in the 2030s
and could have observation period overlapped with LISA
and Athena. It is considered to be a heliocentric orbit
mission in front of Earth by around 20◦. With large dis-
tance separation, LISA and TAIJI could form a network
and bring abundant merits for the GW observations. By
using the average sensitivity, Ruan et al. [39] estimated
that the joint observation of LISA and TAIJI could sig-
nificantly improve the sky localization precision for the
supermassive black hole (SMBH) binaries.
In this work, by using the numerical orbit achieved
and a simulator developed, we numerically calculate the
sky- and polarization- averaged sensitivities for various
TDI channels of LISA and TAIJI based on the updated
missions’ requirements. Then we investigate the sky lo-
calization merits from LISA and TAIJI joint observation
for the coalescing SMBH binaries and monochromatic
sources considering the response of specific TDI configu-
rations. We organize our paper as follows. In Section
II, we introduce the numerical orbits we achieved for
LISA and TAIJI missions. In Section III, we describe the
noise assumptions, TDI response to GW signals in TDI
channels and their corresponding sensitivities. In Section
IV, we report the simulation on the sky localization per-
formance of LISA-TAIJI joint observation for coalescing
SMBH binaries. In Section V, we present the simulation
of sky localization for the monochromatic sources by us-
ing the LISA and TAIJI network. And we recapitulate
our conclusions and discussions in Section VI.
II. NUMERICAL MISSION ORBIT
LISA mission originally proposed an equilateral tri-
angle constellation with 5 × 106 km laser links to de-
tect the low-frequency GWs [40]. The formation has a
60◦ inclination angle with respect to the ecliptic plane
and trails the Earth by about 20◦. After NASA’s with-
drawal from ESA-NASA LISA collaboration in 2011,
the LISA mission evolved to a down-scaled mission, so
called eLISA/NGO, which was supported by the Euro-
pean countries (France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland and the UK) and ESA. In 2017, LISA
team proposed a new LISA configuration with 2.5× 106
km arm length and 20◦ trailing angle [11]. The schematic
is shown in Fig. 1.
TAIJI program is a LISA-like mission proposed by
Chinese Academy of Sciences [15, 17]. Three spacecraft
(S/C) form a triangle constellation with 3× 106 km arm
length. The constellation could be leading or trailing the
Earth by 20◦ on the heliocentric orbit. Considering the
merits of LISA-TAIJI joint observation with large sep-
aration, the current mission trend is to be localized in
front of Earth as shown in Fig. 1 Ruan et al. [39].
FIG. 1. The schematic of LISA and TAIJI orbit.
The studies of LISA(-like) orbit have been going on
for more than two decades. Folkner et al. [41] estimated
the LISA orbit stability by using an analytical method.
Dhurandhar et al. [42] and Nayak et al. [43] formulated
and optimized the LISA(-like) orbit formation analyti-
cally by using Clohessy-Wiltshire frame. Wu et al. [44]
expanded the orbital equations in Dhurandhar et al. [42]
to the higher order of the eccentricity and applied to the
TAIJI mission orbit. In two companion papers, Yi et al.
[45] employed coorbital restricted problem to design the
LISA orbit and Li et al. [46] introduced an algorithm to
optimize the orbit numerically.
In our previous works [47–54], we developed a workflow
to design and optimize the drag-free orbit of a GW space
mission by using an ephemeris framework, and calculate
the time difference of the TDI paths. In our recent work
[53], we worked out a LISA mission orbit based on the
new requirements in its proposal [11]. Furthermore, we
applied the procedures to TAIJI mission and achieved
an optimized orbit at the same trailing angle and epoch
[53]. In this work, along the workflow we developed, we
obtain an optimized orbit for TAIJI mission in front of
the Earth by 20◦ to study the merits of the LISA-TAIJI
joint observation.
We refer the specific formulation and optimization
method for LISA-like orbits to our previous works [49,
351, 53]. In this section, we briefly summarize our pro-
cedures of workflow as follow: 1) determine the starting
time of a mission; 2) obtain the initial condition by us-
ing the formula (e.g. Equation (2.1)-(2.6) in [49]); 3) put
the initial conditions of the celestial bodies and S/C to
the ephemeris framework and calculate the orbit by us-
ing numerical integration; 4) adjust the orbital periods
and eccentricities of the S/C iteratively to meet the mis-
sion requirements; and 5) expand the achieved orbit to
the backward time direction and truncate the time pe-
riod which satisfied the requirements that can prolong
the effective mission time.
To calculate the orbit accurately, the interactions con-
sidered in our ephemeris framework CGC3.0 include, 1)
the Newtonian and first-order post-Newtonian interac-
tion between Sun, major planets, Pluto, Moon, Ceres,
Pallas and Vesta; 2) the figure interactions between
Sun/Earth/Moon and others as point mass bodies; 3)
the perturbations from selected 340 asteroids and 4) the
tide effects on Moon from the Earth. For a starting time,
the CGC3.0 firstly read constants, positions and veloc-
ities of the celestial bodies from DE430, and then inte-
grate the orbits of the celestial bodies/spacecraft by using
the equations of motion considered. The heliocentric dis-
tance of Earth calculated by CGC3.0 is less than 0.3 m
in 10 years comparing to the ephemeris DE430 [55].
Based on the orbital requirements for new LISA [11],
we set the optimization criteria: 1) the relative velocities
between S/C should be smaller than 5 m/s; and 2) the
effective mission duration should be longer than 4 years.
For TAIJI mission, due to the larger arm length, we set
the criteria of the relative velocities to be less than 6 m/s.
The optimized orbits achieved for LISA and TAIJI mis-
sions are shown in Fig. 2. These numerical orbits start
on March 22nd, 2028 (JD2461853.0) and can maintain in
required status for 2200 days (∼6 years). The relevant
equations for the ephemeris calculation and for choosing
the initial conditions of S/C are assembled in Appendix
A.
It is needed to emphasize that the orbit shown in Fig.
2 are the geodesics of three S/C in the solar system
barycentric (SSB) coordinate system without considering
an orbital maneuver. Bender and Welter [56] proposed
the periodic maneuver control for eLISA mission orbit
and evaluated the requirement for the thruster. Hal-
loin [57] presented an optimization method for the nu-
merical orbit including the periodic orbital maneuvers.
A group of orbital maneuvers could be implemented to
our achieved orbit to extend the mission duration. In
our recent work, we also explored the possibility that to
maintain a constant arm triangular constellation by using
thruster propulsion [54].
III. TIME-DELAY INTERFEROMETRY
For a LISA-like space mission, TDI is essential to
achieve the sensitivity goal. The principle of TDI is to
properly time shift and combine the data streams to sup-
press the laser frequency noise and preserve the GW sig-
nals. Two generations of TDI combinations were pro-
posed and studied for LISA mission depending on their
demands to cancel the laser frequency noise [30, 58–67,
and references therein]. The first-generation TDI com-
bination can cancel the frequency noise in a stationary
unequal-arm interferometry, and the second-generation
TDI combinations are targeting to further cancel the fre-
quency noise in a moving interferometer. In this work,
we focus on the investigation of the first-generation TDI
combinations.
The first-generation TDI combinations are classified as
five configurations which are Sagnac (α, β, γ), unequal-
arm Michelson (X, Y, Z), Relay (U, V, W), Beacon (P,
Q, R) and Monitor (E, F, G), plus symmetric Sagnac
ζ. To distinguish from the optimal TDI channel E here-
inafter, we use the (D, F, G) to indicate the Monitor
channels instead. The three channels in each configura-
tion are obtained by cyclical permutation of the space-
craft indexes. Except for the Sagnac, the first channel
for each configuration are shown in Fig. 3.
A. Noise PSDs of TDI channels
Under the assumption that laser frequency noise has
been canceled by TDI combinations, only acceleration
noise and optical path noise are considered in our sim-
ulation. The current requirements of acceleration noise
Sacc for LISA and TAIJI are the same which are [11, 17],
S1/2acc ≤ 3×10−15
m/s2√
Hz
√
1 +
(
0.4mHz
f
)2√
1 +
(
f
8mHz
)4
.
(1)
The requirement of optical path noise Sop for LISA and
TAIJI mission are slightly different:
S
1/2
op,LISA ≤ 10× 10−12
m√
Hz
√
1 +
(
2mHz
f
)4
,
S
1/2
op,TAIJI ≤ 8× 10−12
m√
Hz
√
1 +
(
2mHz
f
)4
.
(2)
By assuming there is no correlation between the differ-
ent test masses and optical benches, the power spectral
density (PSD) functions of selected first-generation TDI
configurations/channels are [30, 58–60, 67]
SX(f) =16Sop(f) sin
2 x
+ 16Sacc(f)(3 + cos 2x) sin
2 x,
SU(f) =8Sop(4 + 4 cosx+ cos 2x) sin
2(x/2)
+ 16Sacc(5 + 5 cosx+ 2 cos 2x) sin
2(x/2),
SD(f) =SP(f) = 8Sop(3 + 2 cosx) sin
2(x/2)
+ 16Sacc(3 + cosx) sin
2(x/2),
(3)
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FIG. 2. The numerical LISA and TAIJI orbit achieved and used in the hereafter simulation. The arm length variations with
mission time are shown in the upper row (upper left for LISA and right for TAIJI). The relative velocities between S/Cs are
shown in the lower row (lower left for LISA and lower right for TAIJI).
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FIG. 3. The diagram of selected channels (Michelson-X, Relay-U, Beacon-P and Monitor-D) from first-generation TDI config-
urations [65].
where x = 2πfL. The PSD curves of these four TDI
channels for LISA and TAIJI are shown in Fig. 4 upper
panel.
A group of optimal TDI channels could be obtained
by linear combinations of the three channels in one TDI
configuration, (e.g. Sagnac TDI configuration used in
Prince et al. [61]). In our investigation, we apply the
Michelson TDI configuration, (X, Y, Z), to compose the
optimal TDI configurations as used in Vallisneri et al.
[67],
A =
Z−X√
2
, E =
X− 2Y + Z√
6
, T =
X+Y+ Z√
3
. (4)
The corresponding PSD functions of noise for these three
5channels are
SA = SE =8Sop(2 + cosx) sin
2 x
+ 16Sacc(3 + 2 cosx+ cos 2x) sin
2 x,
ST =16Sop(1− cosx) sin2 x
+ 128Sacc sin
2 x sin4(x/2).
(5)
The PSD curves for LISA and TAIJI are shown in Fig.
4 lower panel. It’s needed to emphasize that the PSD
function in Eq. (3) and (5) are achieved by assuming
the fully equal arm configuration. For an unequal arm
configuration, the PSD of T channel could be divergent
from expected at lower frequency band as shown by the
curves of mission-T and mission-T-EqualArm.
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FIG. 4. The PSD of selected first-generation TDI channels
(Michelson-X, Relay-U, Beacon-P, and Monitor-D) for LISA
and TAIJI (upper panel), the PSD of the optimal TDI chan-
nels (A, E and T) and X channel (lower panel). The mission-T
curves show the PSD of T channel at the starting time of the
numerical orbits, and the mission-T-EqualArm curves show
the PSD of T channel by using the Eq. (5) which is for fully
equal arm configuration. (The curves of P and D channels
are fully overlapped in the upper panel, as well as the A and
E channel in the lower panel.)
B. Response of TDI to GW
Estabrook and Wahlquist [68] formulated the response
to a GW signal in a single link Doppler measurement.
A TDI channel is connected by multiple laser links, the
final response to a GW signal is combined by each sin-
gle link. Furthermore, the response of each TDI config-
uration to a same GW source could vary with relative
position, orientation and frequency. Referring to the for-
mulas in Vallisneri and Galley [30], we briefly state the
response functions applied in our simulation. Different
from using their analytical orbit, we adopt the numerical
orbit achieved in Section II.
For a GW source locate at direction (λ, β), where λ
and β is the ecliptic longitude and latitude in the SSB
coordinates, the propagation vector is described as
kˆ = −(cosλ cosβ, sinλ cosβ, sinβ). (6)
The polarization tensors of plus and cross of GW signal
are
e+ ≡ O1 ·

1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0

 · OT1 , e× ≡ O1 ·

0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0

 · OT1 ,
(7)
with
O1 =

 sinλ cosψ − cosλ sinβ sinψ − sinλ sinψ − cosλ sinβ cosψ − cosλ cosβ− cosλ cosψ − sinλ sinβ sinψ cosλ sinψ − sinλ sinβ cosψ − sinλ cosβ
cosβ sinψ cosβ cosψ − sinβ

 , (8)
where ψ is the polarization angle.
The response in a single link measurement from S/Ci to j is described by [67]
yGWij (f) =
(1 + cos2 ι)nˆij · e+ · nˆij + i(−2 cos ι)nˆij · e× · nˆij
4(1− nˆij · kˆ)
×
[
exp(2πif(Lij + kˆ · pi))− exp(2πif kˆ · pj)
]
, (9)
6where nˆij is the unit vector from SCi to j, Lij is the arm
length along the SCi and j, pi is the position of the S/Ci
in the SSB coordinates. and ι is the inclination of the
GW source from the line of sight.
For the four first-generation TDI channels (Michelson-
X, Relay-U, Beacon-P and Monitor-D), the response ex-
pressions in frequency-domain could be described by lin-
ear combination of each link measurement with/without
time delay factor(s),
FGWX (f) =(−∆21 +∆21∆13∆31)yGW12 + (−1 + ∆13∆31)yGW21 + (∆31 −∆31∆12∆21)yGW13 + (1−∆12∆21)yGW31 ,
FGWU (f) =(1−∆32∆21∆13)yGW23 + (∆23 −∆21∆13)yGW32 + (∆32∆23 − 1)yGW13 + (∆13∆23∆32 −∆13)yGW21 ,
FGWP (f) =(∆13 −∆12∆23)yGW32 + (∆13∆32 −∆12)yGW23 + (∆13∆32∆23 −∆13)yGW12 + (∆12 −∆12∆23∆32)yGW13 ,
FGWD (f) =(1−∆23∆32)yGW21 + (∆21 −∆31∆23)yGW32 + (∆21∆32 −∆31)yGW23 + (∆23∆32 − 1)yGW31 ,
(10)
where ∆ij = exp(2πifLij). To evaluate the detectability
of a TDI channel, its response could be averaged over sky
and polarization at a given frequency by
R2TDI(f) =
1
4π2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
−pi
2
∫ pi
0
|FGWTDI (f, ι = 0)|2 cosβdψdβdλ.
(11)
The averaged responses of four TDI channels (Michelson-
X, Relay-U, Beacon-P, and Monitor-D) at different fre-
quencies are shown in Fig. 5 upper panel. As we can read
from the plot, the unequal-armMichelson-X combination
has the best response in these four cases, and the curves
of Beacon-P and Monitor-D channels are identical. The
lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the optimal channels (A,
E, T) comparing to the Michelson-X. The responses of
optimal-A and E are identical and slightly higher than
the Michelson-X channel. Although the averaged re-
sponses for optimal-A and E are the same, the instant
sensitive directions of them could be different. In the
lower frequency band, the response of optimal-T channel
is several orders lower than other TDI channels. On the
other hand, considering the arm lengths vary with time,
the average response of a TDI channel also can fluctuate.
The curves shown in Fig. 5 are calculated at the starting
time of the mission orbits. For comparison, the response
of T channel for fully equal arm configuration is shown by
the curves LISA-T-EqualArm and TAIJI-T-EqualArm in
Fig. 5 lower panel.
C. Sensitivities of TDI channels
Based on the noise assumptions and average response,
the PSD of average sensitivity in one TDI channel could
be obtained by weighting the PSD of noise by the av-
eraged response, Savg = Sn/R2. The sensitivities of
LISA and TAIJI on various TDI channels at the starting
time are shown in Fig. 6. Because of lower optical path
noise requirement and longer arm length, TAIJI achieves
slightly better sensitivities than LISA. For sensitivities
from different TDI channels, the main divergences appear
at the most sensitivity band, ∼[2, 50] mHz as shown in
the amplified figures. The optimal-T channel has obvi-
ous divergence from others in the frequency band ∼[0.5,
50] mHz, and tends to have the same sensitivity as other
channels when the frequency is lower than 0.5 mHz. This
is different from the T channel results in [61, 67] which
assuming the equal arm.
Our further investigations show that the response of
T channel to GW is proportional to the square of arm
length differences at low frequency (2πfL≪ 1) [69],
R2T ∝
3∑
i=1
(Lij − Lik)2. (12)
When the arm lengths are fully equal, the response to a
GW signal could be canceled and make T channel as a
quasi-null stream. However, in a realistic geodesic orbit,
the arms to construct the TDI paths are not perfectly
equal. In this scenario, the T channel can still respond
to a GW signal even it could be ∼5 orders worse than
X channels at the lower frequency as shown in Fig. 5.
Since the response of X channel is proportional to L2 at
low frequency, this orders difference could be explained
by the unequal arms from numerical orbit,
R2T
R2X
≃ δL
2
L2
≃ 10−5. (13)
On the other side, the PSD of T channel is lower than
X channels by ∼5 orders at 10−5 Hz as shown in Fig.
4. Consequently, the sensitivity of T channel could be
equivalent to X channel as shown in Fig. 6. There is a
caveat that only acceleration and optical path noises are
considered here in the PSD of T channel, the imperfect
TDI due to path difference would upraise laser frequency
noise, and further make sensitivity deteriorate. We com-
mit ourselves to this study in the upcoming work [69].
As the figures show, the average sensitivities of Beacon-
P and Monitor-D channels are identical, as well as the
pair of the optimal optimal-A and E channels. Even so,
their instant antenna patterns and sensitivities to a same
source could be different. Therefore, in the simulations
included in the following two sections, the sensitivity of a
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FIG. 5. The average responses of selected TDI channels at dif-
ferent frequencies. The regular TDI channels (Michelson-X,
Relay-U, Beacon-P and Monitor-D) are plotted in the upper
panel, and optimal-A, E and T channels with Michelson-X are
shown in the lower panel. (The curves of P and D channels
are fully overlapped in the upper panel, as well as the A and
E channel in the lower panel). For comparison, the response
of T channel for fully equal arm configuration are shown by
curves LISA-T-EqualArm and TAIJI-T-EqualArm.
TDI channel to a GW signal is calculated with variables
including time, frequency, orientation and polarization,
etc.
IV. BINARY SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLE
MERGERS
The SMBH binary coalescence is one of the most im-
portant sources for LISA and TAIJI missions. In this
section, we investigate the angular resolutions of LISA,
TAIJI and joint network for the coalescing SMBH binary
system.
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FIG. 6. The average sensitivities of selected TDI channels
at starting time. The regular TDI channels (Michelson-X,
Relay-U, Beacon-P and Monitor-D) are plotted in the upper
panel, and optimal-A, E and T channels with Michelson-X
are shown in the lower panel. The sensitivity of T channel
for fully equal arm configuration are shown by curves LISA-
T-EqualArm and TAIJI-T-EqualArm, and this sensitivity is
consistent with the T channel results described in [61, 67].
(The curves of P and D channels are fully overlapped in the
upper panel, as well as the A and E channel in the lower
panel. The confusion noise is not considered in sensitivity
estimations).
A. The source of SMBH binary
LISA is expected to detect the SMBH binaries in the
mass range of 105− 107M⊙ up to redshift z ≃ 20 [11], as
well as the TAIJI mission with the equivalent sensitivity.
A mass ratio of q = 1/3 is supposed to be the typical
for these sources [70]. Those coalescences could associate
with the X-ray counterpart which could be detected by
the Athena in redshift z . 2. Colpi et al. [21] investigated
the sky localization of LISA for typical SMBH binary
coalescences at the redshift z = 0.5, 1 and 2 which could
trigger the efficient Athena follow-up observations.
8TAIJI is expected to be launched in the 2030s and
could have overlapped observation time with LISA and
Athena. The joint observation of LISA and TAIJI could
significantly improve the sky localization precision for the
SMBH binaries [39]. To quantify this improvement, re-
ferring to the assumptions in [21], the sources considered
in our simulation are following, 1) m1 = 10
7 M⊙,m2 =
3.3× 106 M⊙, 2) m1 = 106 M⊙,m2 = 3.3× 105 M⊙ and
3) m1 = 10
5 M⊙,m2 = 3.3× 104 M⊙ in source frame at
redshift z = 2. The GW observations are simulated for
30 days to the coalescences. The redshift effect on the
GW waveforms are included by adopting the cosmolog-
ical parameters from the Planck 2015 results [71]. The
redshifted amplitudes of three optimal orientated sources
in frequency-domain are shown in Fig. 7, as well as the
averaged sensitivity curves of TDI channels.
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FIG. 7. The amplitude of frequency-domain GW waveform
from facing on/off three SMBH binaries at redshift z = 2 and
averaged sensitivity curves of (X, A, E, T) TDI channels at
starting time. The GW signals start from the frequency at 30
days before the coalescences.
The approximant IMRPhenomPv2 is employed to rep-
resent the GW waveform which includes the inspiral-
merger-ringdown phases [72]. The LALSuite and Py-
CBC are utilized to implement the numerical waveform
[73, 74]. Eight parameters are considered to describe a
GW signal with respect to the SSB coordinates which are
ecliptic longitude λ, ecliptic latitude β, GW polarization
angle ψ, inclination ι, luminosity distance D, coalescence
phase φc, total mass of binaryM and mass ratio q. In our
Monte Carlo simulation, the (λ, β) is randomly sampled
in the sphere, ψ is uniformly sampled in [0, 2π] and cos ι
is sampled uniformly in [−1, 1], and the starting time
of GW signal is uniform in one year. 2000 binaries are
generated for each kind of SMBH binaries.
B. Fisher information matrix method
The Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) is widely em-
ployed to determine the uncertainty of parameter mea-
surements for GW observation [23, 75–77]. For multiple
detectors, the joint FIM is calculated by summing up the
FIM of each individual detectors,
Γij =
∑
det
(
∂h
∂θi
∣∣∣∣ ∂h∂θj
)
det
, (14)
with
(g|h)det = 4Re
∫ ∞
0
g∗(f)h(f)
Sdet(f)
df, (15)
where h is the GW waveform in frequency domain, θi
is the i-th parameter measured, and Sdet(f) is the noise
PSD of one LISA/TAIJI TDI channel. From the FIM,
the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters is ob-
tained by
σij = 〈∆θi∆θj〉 =
(
Γ−1
)
ij
+O(ρ−1) ρ≫1≃ (Γ−1)
ij
.
(16)
For a detected source with a significant SNR (ρ > 7), the
angular uncertainty of the sky localization is evaluated
by
∆Ω ≃ 2π| cosβ|
√
σλλσββ − σ2λβ . (17)
The TDI channels are treated as detectors to calcu-
late the FIM individually and cooperatively. The first-
generation TDI configurations can make observation even
when dysfunction happened in any two of the six laser
links. When the full links are available, the three chan-
nels for each TDI configuration can operate simultane-
ously which can composite to three optimal TDI chan-
nels as shown in Eq. (4). Four observation scenarios are
considered in the simulation for a simulated GW signal:
1) only one regular TDI channel (X, U, P and D) of two
missions is operating, (without losing the representativ-
ity, only one of three channels in each TDI configuration
is included.), 2) optimal TDI channels (A, E and T) are
available for a mission when full links are functional, 3)
the joint observation of one mission’s regular TDI chan-
nel with another’s optimal TDI channels, and 4) the joint
of two mission’s optimal TDI channels.
C. The results of sky localization
The angular resolutions of LISA, TAIJI and joint net-
work are evaluated by the described Monte Carlo simu-
lations. For each simulated source, the uncertainties of
the localization are calculated by Eq. (17) for the TDI
channels, and their values are shown by cumulative his-
tograms. To represent the results concisely, we select the
results of X, A, T and joint AET channels for a single
9mission, and results of one mission’s AET with another’s
regular or AET channels for joint network. Considering
the field of view (FoV) of Wide Field Imager (WFI) on
Athena is designed to be 0.4 deg2 (40 arcmin × 40 ar-
cmin) [20], it would be rather easy for Athena’s follow-up
observation when the uncertainties are constrained in 1
deg2.
The simulation results of (107, 3.3× 106) M⊙ binaries
are shown in Fig 8. The angular resolutions of TAIJI
mission are slightly better than LISA in general. For
the performance of individual missions, as shown in Fig
8 left panel, both LISA and TAIJI have lower angular
resolution due to the relatively poor sensitivity in this
corresponding band. Around 10% and 20% of the source
could be constrained in 100 deg2 by LISA and TAIJI’s
joint AET channels, respectively. The angular resolu-
tion of every single channel is closely identical due to
their equivalent average sensitivities. For the joint LISA-
TAIJI observation, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8,
we consider that a least one mission is in fully optimal
TDI operation. When another mission is in TDI-X mode,
more than 85% of the sources could be localized in 1 deg2.
And all sources could be well localized in 0.4 deg2 when
both missions are in optimal operation.
The simulation results of (106, 3.3× 105) M⊙ binaries
are shown in Fig 9. The left panel shows the histograms
of selected TDI channels for individual missions. As we
can read from the curves, the optimal AET channels can
effectively improve the sky localization by around 1 − 2
orders comparing to a single channel; 75% and 50% of
the source could be localized in 1 deg2 by TAIJI’s and
LISA’s AET channels, respectively; the sky localization
of optimal-T channel become worse than X and A chan-
nels due to its sensitivity bulge in the frequency band
[0.5, 50] Hz. The histograms of joint LISA-TAIJI obser-
vations are shown in the right panel of Fig. 9. Following
the same strategy, we keep at least one mission in op-
timal operation for joint observation. Although another
mission’s TDI-X mode degrades the localization ability
comparing to the double fully optimal mode, all the joint
the observation can constrain the source in 0.05 deg2.
The simulation results of (105, 3.3× 104) M⊙ binaries
are shown in Fig. 10. The left panel shows the his-
tograms of TDI channels for individual missions. The
optimal AET channels can effectively improve the sky
localization by order(s) comparing to a single channel;
almost all the sources could be localized in 1 deg2 by
TAIJI’s and LISA’s AET channels; the performance of
optimal-T channel becomes much worse than X and A
channels. The histograms of joint LISA-TAIJI observa-
tions are shown in the right panel of Fig. 9. Similar to the
results of (106, 3.3× 105) M⊙ binaries, one mission’s full
optimal operation with another’s TDI-X channel slightly
decrease the localization performance compared to the
double full optimal mode, all sources could be localized
within 0.03 deg2 by the LISA-TAIJI network.
The performances of the individual TDI channels,
more or less, could be reflected in Fig. 7, especially for
optimal-T channel. For the SMBH binaries (107, 3.3 ×
106) M⊙ at redshift z = 2, the frequency range in the 30
days coalescing is in [0.04, 1] mHz where the T channel
has the equal average sensitivity to detect GW signals
to other TDI channels. The frequency range shifts to
∼ [0.15, 10] mHz for (106, 3.3×105)M⊙ binaries. In this
band, the detectability of the T channel starts to decline
comparing to other channels. As for (105, 3.3×104) M⊙
binaries, their frequency band changes to [0.7, 80] mHz
where the sensitivity of the T channel is much worse than
others. Consequently, the ability of the T channel to de-
tect and localize the sources becomes poor.
V. MONOCHROMATIC GRAVITATIONAL
WAVES SOURCE
Monochromatic GW could be generated by compact
binaries in the early inspiral and its frequency evolution
is negligible in years of observation. Galactic compact
binaries containing a white dwarf or neutron star could
emit quasi-monochromatic GWs in the low-frequency
band which are detectable for the LISA and TAIJI. The
GW signals from this population would overlap and form
an unresolved foreground around a few mHz. Based on
the different population assumptions, the foreground was
evaluated in [78] and references therein. However, there
are also known galactic binaries that could be resolved by
space detectors, for instance, AM CVn (with an orbital
period of ∼1000 seconds), HM Cnc ( ∼320 seconds) and
V407 Vul (∼570 seconds) [21]. In this section, we inves-
tigate the angular resolution of the LISA-TAIJI network
for the resolvable monochromatic sources.
A. Fisher information method for monochromatic
source
The FIM formula is also employed to evaluate the un-
certainties of sky localization for monochromatic sources.
Considering there is almost no intrinsic frequency evolu-
tion (the observed frequency could be modulated with
the detector’s motion), the equations applied in Section
IVB are not suitable for the monochromatic case. By
using the Parseval’s theorem applied in [23, 26], the FIM
formula could be modified to
Γij =
∑
det
(
∂h
∂θi
∣∣∣∣ ∂h∂θj
)
det
=
∑
det
[
4
Sdet(f0)
∫ ∞
0
∂ih
∗(f)∂jh(f)df
]
=
∑
det
[
2
Sdet(f0)
∫ ∞
0
∂ih(t)∂jh(t)dt
]
.
(18)
The waveform of a monochromatic signal is described by,
h(t) = FGWTDI (f0, t)×A exp (2πf0t+ φ0) , (19)
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FIG. 8. The histograms of sky localization uncertainties of LISA, TAIJI, and LISA-TAIJI network for (107, 3.3 × 106) M⊙
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FIG. 9. The histograms of sky localization uncertainties of LISA, TAIJI, and LISA-TAIJI network for (106, 3.3 × 105) M⊙
binaries at redshift z = 2. The left panels show the results of selected individual (X, A, and T) and AET channels, and the
right panels show the results of joint TDI channels from two missions. TDI-TDI labels indicate the joint LISA (first TDI) and
TAIJI (second TDI behind the dash) channels, e.g AET-X means the joint LISA-AET and TAIJI-X observation.
and the amplitude A of waveform in time-domain is [79]
A = 4
D
(
GMc
c2
)5/3(
πf0
c
)2/3
, (20)
where FGWTDI (f0, t) is the TDI response function at
frequency f0 and time t, φ0 is the initial phase,
D is the luminosity distance of the source, Mc =
(m1m2)
3/5/(m1 +m2)
1/5 is chirp mass and c is the speed
of light. In this case, seven parameters are used to de-
scribe a monochromatic source which are longitude λ and
latitude β of the source in SSB ecliptic coordinates, polar-
ization angle ψ, inclination ι, amplitude A, initial phase
φ0 and frequency f0.
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B. Simulation and results for monochromatic
source
In the Monte Carlo simulation, the first step is to
generate the sources in the galactic coordinate system
and uniformly in a cylindrical volume with radial dis-
tance in [10, 50] kpc, azimuthal angle in [0, 2π] and
height in [−0.15, 0.15] kpc. Then the source locations are
transformed to the SSB ecliptic coordinates by using the
Python package – Astropy (https://www.astropy.org).
The amplitude A is generated assuming m1 = m2 =
1 M⊙. The polarization angle ψ is randomly in [0, 2π]
and inclination function cos ι is sampled uniformly in
[−1, 1]. One-year observation is run with 1000 sources
at frequency 3 mHz or 10 mHz. For comparison, we
run an extra simulation at 10 mHz for the first 90 days
observation. In our current simulation, the sources are
generated for the investigation of sky localization rather
than specific for modeled galactic binary population.
To keep the estimations from FIM sensible, signals are
removed when SNR from LISA-X or TAIJI-X channel is
lower than 7 [76]. The uncertainties of sky localization
with SNR are shown in Fig. 11. The SNRs at 10 mHz
is generally higher than SNR at 3 mHz due to the better
sensitivity at 10 mHz than 3 mHz. And the sky localiza-
tion is more precisely with the higher SNR. The bands
formed by the detected signal in log-log plots trend to
have the same slopes. As we can see the results from the
first 90 days at 10 mHz which are shown by the mark-
ers with 90d, the single detector could localize the source
with poor precision even with the same SNR compar-
ing to 3 mHz. It could be due to the contribution of the
Doppler modulation from orbit motion is largely missing.
Even so, their LISA-TAIJI joint observation can improve
the angular resolution by around one order. This may
verify that the LISA-TAIJI network contributes more sig-
nificant advantages to the short duration signals.
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FIG. 11. The sky localization uncertainties of the LISA,
TAIJI, and LISA-TAIJI network with SNR for monochro-
matic sources. Three scenarios are included which are: 1)
observing monochromatic wave at 3 mHz for one year (mark-
ers with @3mH); 2) observing monochromatic wave at 10
mHz for one year (markers with @10mH) and 3) observing
monochromatic wave at 10 mHz for the first 90 days (mark-
ers with @10mH-90d). The AET-AET markers indicate the
joint LISA-AET and TAIJI-AET observation results.
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The histogram plots of localization uncertainties are
shown in Fig. 12. TAIJI mission has slightly better res-
olution than LISA due to the better sensitivity. The
detectability of TDI X and A channels are equivalent at
both 3 mHz and 10 mHz. The joint observation can bring
a relatively moderate improvement compared to a single
LISA or TAIJI mission for one year observation. For a
given percentage, e.g. 80%, LISA-AET channel (green
solid line) could localize the sources at 3 mHz in ∼ 6.5
deg2, and joint LISA-AET and TAIJI-X channels, AET-
X (pink solid line), can localize them within 3.5 deg2.
The double optimal operations, AET-AET (yellow solid
line), can constrain them in 2.3 deg2. The joint obser-
vation also can improve the LISA-AET’s angular resolu-
tion by 1 to 3 times in one-year observation for 80% of
the sources at 10 mHz. For the percentages constrained
in 1 deg2, LISA-AET channel can localize the 20% of
simulated sources at 3 mHz, and AET-AET network can
promote it to more than 50%. For the sources at 10
mHz, almost all the sources could be localized within 1
deg2 in one-year observation, and most of them could be
localized in 1 deg2 in the first 90 days by LISA-TAIJI
network.
The performances of TDI channels tend to identical for
the channels with the equal averaged sensitivities at the
corresponding frequency, as the X and A channels shown
in Fig. 6. The combined AET channel is effectively con-
tributed by the optimal-A and E channels because of the
poor sensitivity of the T channel at the 3 mHz and 10
mHz. In addition, the amplitude of the monochromatic
waveform is generated from assumed the galactic solar-
mass compact binaries, and the FIM calculations take the
amplitude as one parameter. Therefore, the results may
represent simulations for more massive compact binaries
from a larger distance as well.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we introduced the numerical orbit we
achieved for LISA and TAIJI missions. To obtain the
mission orbits, we employed an ephemeris framework to
calculate S/C’s geodesic including major gravitational in-
teractions in the solar system. By implementing the or-
bital design and optimization workflow we created, the
achieved LISA and TAIJI mission orbits could maintain
in required status for 6 years without maneuver. And
we assumed the starting time for LISA observation is on
March 22nd, 2028 as a possible early schedule. If the ob-
servation starts from March 2030, there are still 4 years
of valid mission orbit. If orbital maneuvers could be im-
plemented, the orbit duration may be extended up to 10
years which could meet the LISA optimistic perspective
[11].
To understand the effects of TDI on GW observations,
we examined four selected regulars (Michelson-X, Relay-
U, Beacon-P, and Monitor-D) and three Michelson-type
optimal (A, E, and T) TDI channels. We estimated
the sky- and polarization- averaged sensitivities by us-
ing the current requirements on acceleration noise and
optical path noise for LISA and TAIJI [11, 17]. And
these sensitivities are time dependent and vary with the
arm lengths. On the other hand, the calculations are
based on the assumption that laser frequency noise is
fully canceled by the first-generation TDI. However, the
second-generation may be required for a realistic orbit
to suppress the laser frequency noise under the accelera-
tion and optical path noise [62, 63], and their responses
to GW could be depressed in this case especially for the
lower frequency band [33]. We would like to work on it
in our future studies.
In order to investigate the angular resolutions of the
LISA-TAIJI network, we run the Monte Carlo simula-
tions for coalescing SMBH binaries and monochromatic
sources. For each TDI channels, we calculated their
response functions with variables including time, fre-
quency, orientation, polarization, etc. For three SMBH
populations at redshift z = 2, (107, 3.3 × 106) M⊙,
(106, 3.3 × 105) M⊙ and (105, 3.3 × 104) M⊙, the re-
sults showed the LISA-TAIJI joint observation signifi-
cantly improve the angular resolution comparing to solo
LISA or TAIJI mission. In an optimal scenario, all the
simulated SMBH binaries could be determined in 1 deg2
by the LISA-TAIJI network which would bring great mer-
its for Athena’s observations. The improvements are ex-
pected to take effect especially for short duration signals
which are required to be identified quickly and precisely.
Furthermore, we can deduce that SMBH binaries with
comparable chip mass within redshift z < 2 would be
localized even more precisely. Another interesting result
was shown by the detectability of the optimal-T chan-
nel to the SMBH binaries. With an irregular sensitivity
curve comparing to the previous expectations [61, 67], its
performance is rather different for the different masses
binaries.
The GW waveforms for coalescing SMBH binaries are
represented by the IMRPhenomPv2 approximant. And
only dominant quadrupole ((l,m) = (2,±2)) modes are
included in the simulation. The waveform with higher
harmonics could substantially increase the angular res-
olution for smaller mass ratio [27, 31]. The newly de-
veloped higher mode PhenomHM with spin effect may
worth applying to the smaller mass ratio in the future
for the LISA-TAIJI network [80].
For the monochromatic sources in one-year observa-
tion, the improvement of angular resolution by the LISA-
TAIJI network is relatively moderate compared to single
LISA mission. The network can improve the localiza-
tion by a factor of 2 to 4 for a selected percentage of
sources because longer observation of a single mission is
supposed to compensate the disadvantage and reach a
certain accuracy comparing to the two detectors. For a
shorter observation, for instance, 90 days we simulated,
the network still represents a considerable advantage.
In our current simulation, the confusion-foreground
noise from galactic binaries is not considered. We sup-
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FIG. 12. The histograms of sky localization uncertainties of the LISA, TAIJI, and LISA-TAIJI network for the monochromatic
sources at 3 mHz (upper left panel) and 10 mHz (upper right panel) for one year observation, as well as at 10 mHz for the first
90 days observation (lower panel). The mission-TDI labels denote the results of channel from single mission. TDI-TDI labels
indicate the joint LISA (first TDI) and TAIJI (second TDI behind dash) channels, e.g AET-X means the LISA-AET joint with
TAIJI-X observation.
pose the confusion noise can decrease SNR by a limited
amount and bring an insignificant impact on the SMBH
binary simulations. It may change the results to a cer-
tain extent for the monochromatic sources. However, at a
given SNR, we suppose it would not significantly change
the conclusions about the relative improvement of sky lo-
calization by the LISA-TAIJI network. Their joint obser-
vation may also help to resolve the confusion-foreground,
and we commit it as another study in the future.
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Appendix A
1. Interactions in Ephemeris Framework
a. Newtonian and first-order post-Newtonian interactions
The point mass Newtonian and first-order post-
Newtonian interactions between major celestial bodies
(the Sun, major planets, Pluto, Moon, Ceres, Pallas and
Vesta) are included in the ephemeris framework. The ac-
celeration of one body/spacecraft due to this interactions
is [81]
r¨i = −
∑
j 6=i
GMj
r3ij
rij +
∑
j 6=i
mj(Aijrij +Bij r˙ij) , (A1)
Aij =
r˙
2
i
r3ij
− (γ + 1) r˙
2
ij
r3ij
+
3
2r5ij
(rij · r˙j)2 +G[(2γ + 2β + 1)Mi + (2γ + 2β)Mj] 1
r4ij
+
∑
k 6=i,j
GMk[(2γ + 2β)
1
r3ijrik
+ (2β − 1) 1
r3ijrjk
+
2(γ + 1)
rijr3jk
− (2γ + 3
2
)
1
rikr3jk
− 1
2r3jk
rij · rik
r3ij
] ,
(A2)
Bij =
1
r3ij
[(2γ + 2)(rij · r˙ij) + rij · r˙j ] , (A3)
where γ = β = 1, G is gravitational constant, mj =
GMj/c
2, ri is the position of body i in the SSB coor-
dinates, rij is the relative position between body i and
j, the r˙ and r¨ represent the velocity and acceleration,
respectively.
b. Interaction with extended bodies
The Sun, Earth and Moon are treated as extended
bodies in the ephemeris framework. The acceleration due
to an extended body is given by [55]

ξ¨η¨
ζ¨

 =− GM
r2


n1∑
n=2
Jn
(
R
r
)n (n+ 1)Pn(sinϕ)0
− cosϕP ′n(sinϕ)


+
n2∑
n=2
(
R
r
)n n∑
m=1

−(n+ 1)Pmn (sinϕ)[+Cnm cosmλ+ Snm sinmλ]m/ cosϕPmn (sinϕ)[−Cnm sinmλ+ Snm cosmλ]
cosϕP ′n(sinϕ)[+Cnm cosmλ+ Snm sinmλ]




(A4)
where r is the distance between the two bodies; Pn(sinϕ)
is the Legendre polynomial of degree n, and Pmn (sinϕ) is
the associated Legendre function of degree n and order
m; n1 and n2 are the maximum degrees of the zonal and
tesseral expansions; Jn is the zonal harmonic coefficient
and Cnm, Snm are the tesseral harmonic coefficients; R is
the equatorial radius of the extend body; (λ, ϕ) are the
direction of the point mass in the body-fixed coordinate
system.
By taking the coefficients from DE430, the accelera-
tions due to the J2 of the Sun, J2− J4 of the Earth, and
the Moon’s zonal and tesseral harmonics up to degree of
6 are included in the framework.
c. Perturbation from asteroids
There are 340 asteroids selected to calculate the New-
tonian perturbations on major celestial bodies and S/C
in the framework. The list is taken from Table 13 of
Folkner et al. [55] (exclude the Ceres, Pallas and Vesta).
d. Interaction on Moon from Earth tides
The motion of the Moon will be affected by the Earth
tides raised by the Sun and Moon. This tidal effects
would slightly impact on the relative motion between the
Earth and Moon, and indirectly impact on the mission
15
orbit in this work trivially. We incorporate the tides ef-
fect to keep the integrity of the ephemeris framework,
and for the more significant effect on the launch/transfer
orbit.
2. Initial Condition for Mission Orbit
For a LISA-like mission with nominal arm length λ ×
106 km and starting at t0 for observation, we generate
the initial conditions of three S/C following Dhurandhar
et al. [42],
Xk = R(cosψk + e) cos ǫ
Yk = R
√
1− e2 sinψk (k = 1, 2, 3)
Zk = R(cosψk + ǫ) sin ǫ
(A5)
where e ≃ 0.001925×λ; ǫ ≃ 0.00333×λ; R = 1 AU, and
ψk is defined implicitly by
ψk + e sinψk = Ω(t− t0)− (k − 1)2π
3
, (A6)
where Ω = 2π/yr. Then xk, yk, zk could be calculated by
xk = Xk cos
[
2π
3
(k − 1) + ϕ0
]
− Yk sin
[
2π
3
(k − 1) + ϕ0
]
,
yk = Xk cos
[
2π
3
(k − 1) + ϕ0
]
+ Yk sin
[
2π
3
(k − 1) + ϕ0
]
,
zk = Zk,
(A7)
where ϕ0 = ψE−θ, ψE is the position angle of the Earth
with respect to X-axis at t0, and θ is the trailing angle
of the constellation.
The initial position and velocity of S/C k in the helio-
centric coordinates are
~RS/Ck = [xk, yk, zk],
~VS/Ck = [x˙k, y˙k, z˙k].
(A8)
Then the initial conditions are transformed to the SSB
coordinates and put into the ephemeris frame to calculate
the mission orbit. We optimize the mission orbit by ad-
justing/trimming the heliocentric distance and velocities
iteratively.
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